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Abstract
In portfolio optimization problems, the minimum expected investment risk is
not always smaller than the expected minimal investment risk. That is, using a
well-known approach from operations research, it is possible to derive a strategy
that minimizes the expected investment risk, but this strategy does not always
result in the best rate of return on assets. Prior to making investment decisions,
it is important to an investor to know the potential minimal investment risk (or
the expected minimal investment risk) and to determine the strategy that will
maximize the return on assets. We use the self-averaging property to analyze
the potential minimal investment risk and the concentrated investment level for
the strategy that gives the best rate of return. We compare the results from
our method with the results obtained by the operations research approach and
with those obtained by a numerical simulation using the optimal portfolio. The
results of our method and the numerical simulation are in agreement, but they
differ from that of the operations research approach.
Keywords: Mean-variance model, Self-averaging property, Replica analysis,
Probability inequality, Maximization expected utility
1. Introduction
Investment is one of the most common economic activities, and it is defined
as an activity in which it is expected that future remuneration will more than
repay the cost[5, 8, 11]. The uncertainty involved in investments cannot be
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removed, and in general, a greater risk corresponds to a greater expected re-5
turn. In this paper, we consider the portfolio optimization problem, which is
a mathematical formulation of risk management for investments. The portfolio
optimization problem is based on the framework of risk diversification manage-
ment, which was introduced by Markowitz in 1952; it is the topic of some of the
most important and most active research in mathematical finance, and various10
models have been proposed[7, 8, 11, 15]. For instance, Markowitz proposed a
rule for investing in several securities in order to diversify. For example, this rule
states that when the expected return and the invested assets are constant, the
best strategy minimizes the variance of the return (investment risk). Markowitz
also analytically derived the investment strategy which minimizes investment15
risk. Konno and Yamazaki proposed the mean-absolute deviation model, whose
risk function is not defined by the variance of the return but as the sum of the
absolute error in each period; it has also been shown that the optimal solutions
of the mean-variance model and that of the mean-absolute deviation model are
in agreement[7]. Rockafellar and Uryasev proposed an expected shortfall model20
that is based on an index that measures the risk of not being less than a cho-
sen confidence level; this model considers the downside risk of stochastically
fluctuating gross earnings[15].
In recent decades, the portfolio optimization problem has been studied using
analytical approaches that were developed in cross-disciplinary fields other than25
operations research[4, 14, 16, 22]. Ciliberti and Me´zard used the replica analysis
method developed in spin glass theory to analyze the typical behaviors of the
risk functions of the mean-absolute deviation model and the expected shortfall
model[4]. Pafka and Kondor compared the distribution of the eigenvalues of
the variance-covariance matrix defined by the return rate obtained from the30
dealings market with the limit distribution acquired by assuming an independent
return rate; they also quantitatively analyzed the correlation between assets
using randommatrix theory, which was developed in mathematical statistics and
quantum chaos[14]. Shinzato and Yasuda used a belief propagation method that
was developed as a decoding algorithm to create an algorithm which can derive35
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the optimal solution, with computational complexity that is proportional to the
square of the number of investment assets[16]. Wakai, Shinzato, and Shimazaki
analyzed the typical behaviour when using minimal investment risk and the
concentrated investment level of Markowitz’s mean-variance model for the cases
in which the return rates of the random matrix ensemble were independently40
and identically distributed from a normal distribution, a uniform distribution,
and an exponential distribution[22].
Although studies have used methods from random matrix theory and sta-
tistical mechanical informatics to analyze the potential risks for the portfolio
optimization problem[12], this has been done without a mathematical proof that45
the self-averaging property of investment risk and the concentrated investment
level can be used to effectively evaluate the optimal solution (self-averaging will
be further discussed below)[17]. However, it is not obvious that these indicators
are self-averaging. Furthermore, if they are self-averaging, the potential risk
of an investment system can be analyzed in this way, but it is important to50
determine whether this is so since the results are not always in agreement with
those produced using operations research. Thus it is necessary to consider these
problems systematically.
Therefore, in this paper, we provide a mathematical proof of the self-averaging
property and discuss the validity of the analytical procedure that is widely used55
in operations research approaches to the portfolio optimization problem. To
do this, we reformulate the portfolio optimization problem using a probabilistic
framework. We also consider two scenarios, neither of which have been previ-
ously addressed, for the optimization of stochastic phenomena. We introduce
the concept of self-averaging, and we then use it to analyze the potential risk60
of an investment system and determine the optimal investment strategy. We
validate our proposed approach by comparing it with the results obtained by
the standard operations research method and with those of a numerical simu-
lation, and finally, we summarize the problems of using the operations research
approach for a problem with this mathematical structure.65
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we mathematically
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formulate the portfolio optimization problem and discuss an easy game that
optimizes stochastic phenomena; this presents the viewpoint that we will use
to analyze the potential risk of an investment system. Section 3 presents the
concepts we will use, such as those from statistical mechanics and probabilistic70
inequalities, and summarizes the self-averaging property, which is an important
feature of the optimal investment strategy. In Section 4, we present our results
and compare them with those of other methods, as discussed above. In the final
section, we present a summary and discuss areas of future work.
2. Model setting and optimization for stochastic phenomena75
2.1. Markowitz’s mean-variance portfolio selection
In this subsection, we present the mean-variance model, which is one of the
most commonly used models for the portfolio optimization problem. We begin
by considering a stable investment market with N investment outlets, where
wk represents the portfolio (or investment ratio) of asset k(= 1, · · · , N), and80
x′kµ denotes the return rate of asset k in scenario µ(= 1, · · · , p). However, for
simplicity, we do not include short sales, that is, −∞ < wk < ∞, and we
assume that the probability distribution of the return rate is known for each
asset. In Markowitz’s mean-variance model, given p scenarios, the investment
risk is defined to be the sum of squares of the difference between the gross return85
for a scenario
∑N
k=1 x
′
kµwk and its expectation
∑N
k=1 E[x
′
kµ]wk; determining an
investment strategy by minimizing the risk creates a hedge. That is to say, the
investment risk of a portfolio with N assets w = (w1, · · · , wN )T ∈ RN is defined
as
H(w|X) = 1
2N
p∑
µ=1
(
N∑
k=1
x′kµwk −
N∑
k=1
E[x′kµ]wk
)2
=
1
2
p∑
µ=1
(
1√
N
N∑
k=1
xkµwk
)2
, (1)
where T denotes the transpose of a matrix or vector, and E[f(x)] is the ex-90
pectation of f(x). Since we have assumed that the probability distribution
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of the return rate of each asset is known, we represent the return rate as
xkµ = x
′
kµ − E[x′kµ] and the return rate matrix as X =
{
xkµ√
N
}
∈ MN×p.
Also, note that although we introduce the coefficient 12N in eq. (1) for simplic-
ity of the discussion below, since
∑N
k=1 xkµwk is the summation of N random95
variables xkµwk (wk can be interpreted as the coefficient of a random variable
xkµ), even if we do not assume that the return rates of the assets are inde-
pendent, if w is fixed, the correlation between the returns is small, and the
third and higher moments of the return rate are finite, then we expect that as
the number of investment outlets N increases, vµ =
1√
N
∑N
k=1 xkµwk asymp-100
totically approaches a multidimensional Gaussian distribution according to the
central limit theorem.
In the mean-variance model, in the absence of constraints (such as budgets),
an obvious optimal portfolio is obtained by minimizing the risk functionH(w|X)
with w1 = · · · = wN = 0. Since this is equivalent to not investing, there is no105
investment risk; however, in this paper, we use the budget constraint
N∑
k=1
wk = N. (2)
Moreover, although in the actual management of assets, it is necessary to impose
expected return restrictions in addition to budget constraints, for simplicity, we
will consider only budget constraints. Therefore, the portfolio optimization
problem is formulated as determining the portfolio w that minimizes H(w|X),110
that is, the risk function in eq. (1) with the constraint of eq. (2). In the case
of p > N , the optimal solution can be analytically determined:
w =
NJ−1e
eTJ−1e
, (3)
where the unit vector e = (1, 1, · · · , 1)T ∈ RN and J−1 is the inverse of the
variance-covariance matrix J = {Jij} = XXT ∈ MN×N , where element i, j of
matrix J is115
Jij =
1
N
p∑
µ=1
xiµxjµ. (4)
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If p ≤ N , then since matrix J is not a regular matrix, the optimal solution of
this portfolio optimization problem cannot be uniquely determined.
Using the definition of H(w|X) in eq. (1), for each scenario µ, we can esti-
mate the sum of squares of the difference between the gross earnings
∑N
k=1 x
′
kµwk
and its expectation
∑N
k=1 E[x
′
kµ]wk; this can be interpreted as the investment120
potential of portfolio w, and the concentrated investment level qw is defined as
follows[4, 16, 22]:
qw =
1
N
N∑
k=1
w2k. (5)
With an equipartition investment strategy w = (1, 1, · · · , 1)T ∈ RN , we obtain
qw = 1; with a concentrated investment strategy, for example, investing only in
asset 1, w = (N, 0, · · · , 0)T ∈ RN , so qw = N is obtained; if one investor invests125
equally in m of N possible outlets, qw = N/m. Thus we have
qw − 1 = 1
N
N∑
k=1
w2k −
(
1
N
N∑
k=1
wk
)2
=
1
N
N∑
k=1
(
wk − 1
N
N∑
k′=1
wk′
)2
, (6)
and as portfolio w approaches equipartition, qw decreases to 1, and as it ap-
proaches a concentrated investment strategy, qw increases.
We note that although
∑N
k=1 wk = 1 is widely used as a budget constraint
in operations research, we do not use one in this paper. Since the optimal130
solution to the portfolio optimization problem with a budget constraint that is
widely used in operations research is w1 = (w11 , w
1
2 , · · · , w1N )T ∈ RN , and the
optimal solution defined in eq. (2) is wN = (wN1 , w
N
2 , · · · , wNN )T ∈ RN , the
relation w1i /w
1
j = w
N
i /w
N
j is proved, that is, in the optimal portfolios of each
method, the investment ratios are in agreement. Furthermore, the concentrated135
investment level qw can be interpreted as an indicator of diversification when
using the budget constraint of eq. (2).
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2.2. Optimization for Stochastic Phenomena
In this subsection, we consider this optimization problem from a different
viewpoint. We analyze the behaviour of minimal investment risk ε and the140
concentrated investment level qw of the mean-variance model, and we discuss
the optimization of stochastic phenomena which have not been addressed in the
operations research approach to this problem. Let us consider the following
variant of the well-known game of rock-paper-scissors. Rule 1: Two subjects,
Alice and Bob, play rock-paper-scissors 300 times. Rule 2: Alice can freely145
choose to display rock, paper, or scissors. On the other hand, Bob’s choice is
randomly assigned by the toss of a fair dice: rock when the dice shows 1 or
2, paper for 3 or 4, and scissors for 5 or 6. Moreover, Alice knows that Bob’s
choice is randomly and independently determined by the dice. Rule 3: The
winner adds a point, the loser subtracts a point, and if they tie, there is no150
change to the score. We now consider whether it is expected that Alice will win
overall.
(a) Two subjects simultaneously hold out their hands to indicate rock, paper, or
scissors. First, we consider the ordinary case. Since Alice does not know Bob’s
choice, she assumes that each possibility has equal probability. Thus, if Alice155
also chooses according to a roll of a dice, the expected total acquired score would
be 0. Similarly, if Alice chooses only rock, the expected score would be 0. We will
use the following notation: rA (resp. rB) is the probability Alice (resp. Bob)
chooses rock, pA (resp. pB) is the probability Alice (resp. Bob) chooses paper,
and sA (resp. sB) is the probability Alice (resp. Bob) chooses scissors; note that160
for each player, the expectation of the total acquired score is 0. That is, if Alice
does not have prior knowledge of Bob’s choice, neither of them can win (for a
sufficient number of trials), and the expectation is that they tie. However, if the
probabilities of Bob’s choice are not equal (e.g., (rB , pB, sB) = (2/3, 1/6, 1/6)),
then Alice should choose (rA, pA, sA) = (0, 1, 0). In this case, the expected total165
acquired score for Alice is 150. Generally speaking, even if Alice does not have
prior knowledge of Bob’s choice, if she knows the probabilities of his choices,
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she can choose in such a way that maximizes her expected score.
(b) Alice has prior knowledge of Bob’s choice. We now consider the case where
Alice makes her choice after learning what Bob will display. Her goal is to max-170
imize the expectation of her total score. With added constraints, her expected
total score will be larger than 0; without constraints, it will be 300.
(c) There is a constraint on the number of times that rock, paper, and scis-
sors can each be chosen. We now consider the case where Alice’s choices are
constrained; for instance, they must each be chosen an equal number of times175
(i.e., 100 times). With this constraint, the expected total acquired score is 0 for
case (a) (Alice does not have prior knowledge of Bob’s choice), but for case (b)
(Alice has prior knowledge of Bob’s choice), it is 500/3. That is, if she has prior
knowledge, she can take protective action.
(d) Five sets of 300 sessions. Finally, we consider the case that two subjects180
play five sets of 300 games. If Alice has no prior knowledge of Bob’s choice, her
expected total acquired score is again 0. If she has prior knowledge and there
are no constraints, her expected score is 1500. If there is a constraint such that
Alice must make the same choice each time, her expected score is 0 for case
(a) (Alice does not have prior knowledge of Bob’s choice), but 5000/9 for case185
(b) (Alice has prior knowledge of Bob’s choice). In case (c) (Alice’s choices are
constrained), it is easy to see that the expectation of Alice’s total score for case
(a) is not larger than it is for case (b).
In conclusion, for both case (c) (Alice’s choices are constrained) and case
(d) (five sets of 300 games and Alice makes the same choice each time), if Alice190
has prior knowledge of Bob’s choice, her score will be higher than if she has no
such knowledge. That is, if Alice has prior knowledge, she can produce a better
strategy.
We would like to make one more point, which will be further discussed below.
Cases (a) and (b) (respectively, Alice does not or does have prior knowledge of195
Bob’s choice) are similar to the discussion of annealed and quenched disorder
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systems in statistical mechanics[9, 12]. In an annealed disorder system, the
indicator f(w|X) is first averaged using a random X in the disordered sys-
tem, and then the averaged indicator E[f(w|X)] is optimized in order to assess
the behaviour of the system. In the rock-paper-scissors example, the indicator200
f(w|X) corresponds to the total acquired score of Alice,w corresponds to Alice’s
choices (or strategy), the random X corresponds to Bob’s choices, and case (a)
corresponds to the annealed disorder system. On the other hand, in a quenched
disorder system, f(w|X) is first optimized subject to a restriction and a random
X which is included in the disordered system, and then the optimized indicator205
is averaged using the random X in order to assess the behaviour of this system;
this corresponds to case (b) of the rock-paper-scissors example. More generally,
when optimizing an indicator f(w|X) for a stochastic phenomena, it matters
in which order the averaging and optimizing occur. When maximizing, it is
necessary to precisely estimate two kinds of indicators, fa = maxw E[f(w|X)]210
and fq = E [maxw f(w|X)]. Since for any w, maxw f(w|X) ≥ f(w|X) holds
for any random X , to find the relative magnitude of fa and fq, one averages
both sides and then maximizes the right-hand side. The left-hand side does not
need to be maximized because a definite value is obtained for fq ≥ fa. When
minimizing, we have fa = minw E[f(w|X)] and fq = E [minw f(w|X)], and so215
in way similar to the above, we obtain fa ≥ fq, that is,
min
w
E[f(w|X)] ≥ E
[
min
w
f(w|X)
]
. (7)
2.3. Operations research approach for portfolio optimization
From the above argument, we see that optimization of stochastic phenomena
is handled differently for an annealed disorder system than it is for a quenched
disorder system. Using this core concept, let us reconsider the portfolio opti-220
mization problem. In the standard analytical approach of operations research to
the portfolio optimization problem, one first averages the risk function H(w|X)
with the return rate on the assets and then minimizes the expectation of the risk
function E[H(w|X)] with a budget constant. Here, for simplicity, we presume
that return rate is independently and identically distributed with a standard225
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normal distribution. Thus, the expectation of the correlation between asset i
and asset j is
E[Jij ] =


p
N
i = j
0 i 6= j.
(8)
Using this, the expected investment risk function E[H(w|X)] with a return rate
on the assets is
E[H(w|X)] = α
2
N∑
k=1
w2k, (9)
where the ratio α = p/N is used. In addition, from the symmetry of this model,230
the optimal investment strategy of eq. (9), using the budget constraint of eq.
(2), describes an equipartition investment strategy. The minimum expected
investment risk per asset εOR = 1
N
minw E[H(w|X)] is evaluated as follows:
εOR =
α
2
. (10)
The concentrated investment level qORw is
qORw = 1. (11)
This analytical approach, which is widely used in operations research, does not235
provide insight into the optimal investment strategy in an actual market; the
reason is not just that the model was simplified by assuming the return rate is
independently and identically distributed with a standard normal distribution.
Since this analytical approach is equivalent to case (a) in the rock-paper-scissors
game with two subjects and the annealed disorder system, it is not clear that this240
approach could be used to minimize the investment risk H(w|X) with respect to
a realistic individual return rate matrix X , that is, w = argminwH(w|X). In
particular, the equality argminwH(w|X) = argminw E[H(w|X)] is not always
satisfied. As we discussed with the rock-paper-scissors game, if we average the
investment risk with the return rate, we can avoid the complication of optimiz-245
ing individual return rates; on the other hand, this approach does not evaluate
the optimal strategy based on individual return rates. Even though it is not
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guaranteed mathematically that the solution to the minimal expected invest-
ment risk optimizes the investment risk for each set of return ratesH(w|X), this
approach is widely used in operations research and might provide a misleading250
investment strategy.
On the other hand, let us consider case (b) in the rock-paper-scissors game
with two subjects and the quenched disorder system. In a stable investment
market, even if at µ = 0 one had prior information about the probability distri-
bution of the return rate of each asset during the next period (µ = 1 to µ = p),255
since it is not possible to know the actual return rate, it is difficult to select the
optimal investment strategy. However, if we have prior information about the
return rates, as discussed in the rock-paper-scissors example, we can minimize
the investment risk and obtain an optimal investment strategy. In particular, if
p/N ≤ 1, since it is well known that the optimal solution is a linear sum of the260
eigenvectors of the minimal eigenvalue of the variance-covariance matrix J , the
investment risk per asset is 0, since the minimal eigenvalue of the matrix J is 0
since J is nonsingular. We next consider the concentrated investment level qw.
Let V be variance of the sample variance 1
p
∑p
µ=1 x
2
kµ; it is evaluated as follows:
V = E

(1
p
p∑
µ=1
x2kµ −
1
p
p∑
µ=1
E[x2kµ]
)2
=
2
Nα
. (12)
When α = p/N is small, V is large, and one should invest heavily in blue-265
chip assets for which the return rates have smaller sample variances than those
of the other N investment outlets; in this way, the risk is decreased, and the
optimal investment strategy is asymptotically close to a concentrated investment
strategy, namely qw ≫ 1.
When p/N > 1, using the optimal solution for eq. (3), the two indicators270
can be analytically assessed. That is, the minimal investment risk per asset
ε(X) and the concentrated investment level qw(X) can be written as follows:
ε(X) =
1
N
H
(
NJ−1e
eTJ−1e
∣∣∣∣X
)
11
=
N
2 (eTJ−1e)
, (13)
qw(X) =
1
N
(
NJ−1e
eTJ−1e
)T(
NJ−1e
eTJ−1e
)
=
NeTJ−2e
(eTJ−1e)2
, (14)
where we use the explicit return rate matrix X =
{
xkµ√
N
}
∈ MN×p as the
argument since these indicators depend on the return rate matrix. The variance-
covariance matrix J = XXT ∈ MN×N has already been defined. In actual275
investments, assuming fair dealing, since we do not have prior knowledge of the
actual return rate, we cannot precisely determine the two indicators. However,
we can evaluate the previous risk in an investment system and thus support the
strategy of an investor. In order to provide useful insight, we need to precisely
analyze ε(X) and qw(X). For the reasons noted here, we assume that during280
the initial period, we have prior knowledge of the return rate; although this
assumption is impossible, we note that we will show below that this assumption
is not required to evaluate the potential of an investment system. Although
we need to assess the optimal solution or the inverse of the variance-covariance
matrix in order to assess the potential risk of an investment market, it is difficult285
to do this since the computational complexity of finding the inverse matrix is
proportional to the cube of the matrix size N , which is the number of investment
outlets. In addition, we need to find each inverse matrix for each return rate
in order to evaluate the minimal investment risk of each set; however, if the
minimal investment risk randomly fluctuates with the return rates, we would290
need to average the minimal investment risk with the return rate set X . We
now note that we can use the self-averaging property to simplify evaluation of
the potential investment risk.
3. Preliminaries
We first prepare some mathematical tools to enable discussion of the self-295
averaging property of the minimal investment risk.
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3.1. Statistical mechanics
First, using the Boltzmann distribution of the inverse temperature β(> 0),
which is widely used in statistical mechanics, the posterior probability of port-
folio w given return rate matrix X , P (w|X), is defined as follows:300
P (w|X) = P0(w)e
−βH(w|X)
Z(β,X)
, (15)
where the prior probability P0(w) is 1 if portfolio w satisfies eq. (2), and it is
0 otherwise; e−βH(w|X) is the likelihood function; and Z(β,X), the partition
function, is a normalized constant and is defined as follows:
Z(β,X) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dwP0(w)e
−βH(w|X). (16)
From this, it is found that the posterior probability P (w|X) satisfies the prop-
erty of a probability measure, that is, P (w|X) ≥ 0 and ∫∞−∞ dwP (w|X) = 1.305
Furthermore, it is well known that w∗ = argmaxw P (w|X), which is obtained
using the maximum a posteriori estimation, is consistent with the portfolio ob-
tained by minimizing the investment risk function H(w|X). By taking the limit
of the inverse temperature β, we obtain
lim
β→∞
P (w|X) =
N∏
i=1
δ(wi − w∗i ), (17)
where w∗i is the optimal investment ratio for asset i. Thus, we can average the310
portfolio w and the investment risk H(w|X) using the a posteriori probability
P (w|X) and allow the inverse temperature β to become sufficiently large:
w∗ = lim
β→∞
∫ ∞
−∞
dwP (w|X)w (18)
H(w∗|X) = lim
β→∞
∫ ∞
−∞
dwP (w|X)H(w|X), (19)
where δ(u) is the Dirac delta function and this holds for any function f(x) such
that f(x) =
∫∞
−∞ dyf(y)δ(y−x) (see Appendix B). From this reformulation and
using the posterior probability defined in eq. (15), the portfolio optimization315
problem can be solved using the framework of probabilistic reasoning.
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3.2. Chernoff inequality
Next, we introduce one of the probability inequalities, the Chernoff inequal-
ity, as follows. For a random variable Y with known probability measure and a
constant number η, the probability that η ≤ Y satisfies the following inequality320
for any u > 0 is[3, 6]:
Pr[η ≤ Y ] ≤ e−uηE[euY ]. (20)
This can be easily proved; for example, consider the step function Θ(W ), which
is 1 if W ≥ 0 and 0 otherwise. First, for u > 0, we obtain Θ(W ) ≤ euW .
From this, we derive Pr[η ≤ Y ] = E[Θ(Y − η)] ≤ e−uηE[euY ]. In addition, for
Pr[η ≥ Y ], we obtain Pr[η ≥ Y ] ≤ e−uηE[euY ] for u < 0.325
From eq. (20), we could derive a tighter upper bound. Since the right-hand
side in eq. (20) is guaranteed for an arbitrary u > 0, there necessarily exists a
minimum value for the right-hand side for any u > 0, and we obtain
Pr[η ≤ Y ] ≤ min
u>0
{
e−uηE[euY ]
}
= e−R(η). (21)
Here R(η) is the rate function and is defined as
R(η) = max
u>0
{
uη − logE[euY ]} . (22)
The cumulative generating function φ(u) = logE[euY ] is a convex function of u,330
and the rate function R(η), defined by the Legendre transformation of a convex
function, is also a convex function. It is also known that R(η) is nonnegative,
R(η) = 0 if η ≤ E[Y ], and R(η) > 0 if η > E[Y ]. These properties of the rate
function are proved in Appendix A.
3.3. Self-averaging property supported by large deviation theory335
When the portfolio w depends on the posterior probability P (w|X) defined
in eq. (15), the probability that the investment risk per asset 1
N
H(w|X) is less
than or equal to a constant number ε˜ satisfies the Chernoff inequality; that is,
14
Pr
[
1
N
H(w|X) ≤ ε˜] = E [Θ (Nε˜−H(w|X))] = ∫∞−∞ dwP (w|X)Θ (Nε˜−H(w|X))
satisfies340
Pr
[
1
N
H(w|X) ≤ ε˜
]
≤ E
[
eNβ˜ε˜−β˜H(w|X)
]
= eNβ˜ε˜
Z(β + β˜, X)
Z(β,X)
. (23)
Here, β˜ is a positive number and Z(β + β˜, X) is defined by eq. (16) (with β
replaced by β+ β˜). Thus, the probability inequality of the tighter upper bound
of eq. (23) is derived using the following rate function:
R+(β, ε˜,X) = max
β˜>0
{
−β˜ε˜− 1
N
logZ(β + β˜, X) +
1
N
logZ(β,X)
}
, (24)
and we have Pr
[
1
N
H(w|X) ≤ ε˜] ≤ e−NR+(β,ε˜,X)[20]. In a similar way, for the
probability of 1
N
H(w|X) ≥ ε˜, Pr [ 1
N
H(w|X) ≥ ε˜], thus Pr [ 1
N
H(w|X) ≥ ε˜] ≤345
e−NR−(β,ε˜,X) is also obtained, where we use the rate function
R−(β, ε˜,X) = max
β˜<0
{
−β˜ε˜− 1
N
logZ(β + β˜, X) +
1
N
logZ(β,X)
}
. (25)
In order to analyze the rate functions in eq. (24) and eq. (25), it is also necessary
to assess 1
N
logZ(β+ β˜, X) and 1
N
logZ(β,X), which depend on the return rate
matrixX . Based on the definition in eq. (16), assessing these partition functions
analytically is more difficult than assessing the optimal solution analytically.350
In order to resolve this difficulty, we consider the cumulative distribution of
1
N
logZ(β,X) or the Helmholtz free energy f(β,X), as defined in the following
equation:
f(β,X) = − 1
Nβ
logZ(β,X). (26)
The Helmholtz free energy f(β,X) fluctuates randomly with the probability
of the return rate matrix X . Thus, it is necessary to evaluate the Chernoff355
inequality for the Helmholtz free energy and its rate function:
Pr
[
f(β,X) ≤ f˜
]
≤ eNnβf˜E[e−Nnβf(β,X)]
= eNnβf˜E[Zn(β,X)], (27)
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where n > 0 has already been defined. In a similar way, we have
Pr
[
f(β,X) ≥ f˜
]
≤ eNnβf˜E[Zn(β,X)], (28)
where n < 0. In conclusion, we obtain the two probability inequalities, Pr
[
f(β,X) ≤ f˜
]
≤
e−NR+(β,f˜) and Pr
[
f(β,X) ≥ f˜
]
≤ e−NR−(β,f˜), where
R+(β, f˜) = max
n>0
{
−nβf˜ − 1
N
logE[Zn(β,X)]
}
, (29)
R−(β, f˜) = max
n<0
{
−nβf˜ − 1
N
logE[Zn(β,X)]
}
. (30)
In both inequalities, it is necessary to analyze 1
N
logE[Zn(β,X)].360
4. Replica analysis and numerical simulation
4.1. Similarity to the Hopfield model
In this subsection, in order to determine whether we can use replica analysis
to evaluate E[Zn(β,X)], let us consider briefly the problem of recalling a pattern
stored in a neural network constructed ofN neurons; the mathematical structure365
of this problem is similar to the portfolio optimization problem[1, 12]. Let Sk
be the state of neuron k; then Sk = 1 if neuron k has been fired and Sk = −1
otherwise. Additionally, xkµ, (k = 1, · · · , N, µ = 1, · · · , p) is the memory of
neuron k for pattern µ included in p stored patterns, and it is randomly assigned
±1 with equal probability.370
Then, for p patterns, the Hebb rule is defined as follows:
Jij =
1
N
p∑
µ=1
xiµxjµ (31)
where Jij is the correlation between neuron i and neuron j. Thus, it is well
known that the neuron state S that minimizes the Hamiltonian H(S|X) in eq.
(32) is consistent with each stored pattern:
H(S|X) = −1
2
STJS. (32)
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If neuron state S is consistent with pattern 1, that is, Sk = xk1, the Hamiltonian375
H(S|X) can be written as
H(S|X) = − 1
2N
(
N∑
k=1
xk1Sk
)2
− 1
2N
p∑
µ=2
(
N∑
k=1
xkµSk
)2
= −N
2
, (33)
where the overlap between pattern µ and pattern ν in limited by the number of
neurons N and satisfies
1
N
N∑
k=1
xkµxkν =

 1 µ = ν0 µ 6= ν . (34)
Intuitively, each pattern is orthogonal with each of the others, since the stored
patterns are independent and are randomly assigned. This problem of recalling380
patterns stored in a neural network and of accounting for the number of identi-
fiable patterns is called the associative memory problem, and the model defined
in eq. (32) is called the Hopfield model.
In the analysis of the Hopfield model, the upper limit of the number of iden-
tifiable patterns is estimated using E[Zn(β,X)], which evaluates the learning385
potential of the neural network. We also note the mathematical similarity be-
tween this model and the mean-variance model, which indicates that we could
adapt the analytical approach used for the Hopfield model; that is, we could
use replica analysis for the portfolio optimization problem and to assess the
potential of the investment system.390
4.2. Main results obtained in replica analysis
For the detailed calculations of replica analysis, please see Appendix B. We
will limit the number of investment outlets N such that α = p/N ∼ O(1). For
n ∈ N, we have
Φ(n) = lim
N→∞
1
N
logE[Zn(β,X)]
= Extr
k,Qw,Q˜w
{
−α
2
log det |I + βQw|+ 1
2
TrQwQ˜w − 1
2
log det
∣∣∣Q˜w∣∣∣
−eTk+ 1
2
kTQ˜−1w k,
}
(35)
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where k = (k1, · · · , kn)T ∈ Rn, Qw = {qwab} ∈ Mn×n, Q˜w = {q˜wab} ∈ Mn×n,395
ka, qwab, and q˜wab are order parameters, e = (1, · · · , 1)T ∈ Rn is a constant
vector, I ∈ Mn×n is the identity matrix, and ExtrA f(A) are the extrema of
f(A) with respect to A. From this, the extrema of k, Qw, and Q˜w are assessed
as follows:
k = Q˜we, (36)
Q˜w = β(α− 1)I − β
2(α− 1)
1 + nβ
D, (37)
Qw =
1
β(α− 1)I +
α
α− 1D, (38)
where D = eeT ∈ Mn×n is a square matrix, all of whose components are 1.400
Based on these results, we do not need to assume replica symmetry ansatz with
respect to the order parameters of this model (ka, qwab, q˜wab). Thus, substituting
these result into eq. (35), we have
Φ(n) = −nα
2
log
α
α− 1 −
α− 1
2
log (1 + nβ) +
n
2
− n
2
log β(α− 1). (39)
Here we should note that in Appendix B, we require that the replica number
n in eq. (35) is a natural number, that is, since E[Zn(β,X)] at replica number405
n ∈ N can be estimated comparatively easily, the replica number n in eq. (39)
should also be a natural number. However, in the optimization in eq. (29) and
eq. (30), we need to have n ∈ R to adequately discuss the solution. Thus, we
assume here that the replica number n in eq. (39) is a real number and use this
to discuss our approach in detail. In Subsection 4.4, we will compare this result410
with the result to justify that this is applicable.
The two rate functions are calculated as follows:
R+(β, f˜) =

 0
α−1
2 − Λ(β)2β ≤ f˜
α−1
2 (s− 1− log s) α−12 − Λ(β)2β > f˜
(40)
R−(β, f˜) =


α−1
2 (s− 1− log s) α−12 − Λ(β)2β < f˜
0 α−12 − Λ(β)2β ≥ f˜ ,
(41)
where
Λ(β) = 1− α log α
α− 1 − log β(α− 1) (42)
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s =
f˜ + Λ(β)2β
α−1
2
. (43)
This result satisfies the properties of a rate function, as shown in Appendix A.
Moreover, using Gibbs inequality, s− 1− log s ≥ 0, if α > 1, in the limit as the415
number of investment outlets N becomes sufficiently large, we obtain
Pr
[
f(β,X) ≤ f˜
]
=

 1
α−1
2 − Λ(β)2β ≤ f˜
0 α−12 − Λ(β)2β > f˜
(44)
Pr
[
f(β,X) ≥ f˜
]
=

 0
α−1
2 − Λ(β)2β < f˜
1 α−12 − Λ(β)2β ≥ f˜
. (45)
From eq. (44) and eq. (45), since f(β,X) is localized around the constant
α−1
2 − Λ(β)2β ,
f(β,X) =
α− 1
2
− Λ(β)
2β
(46)
is verified for a realistic set of return rates. Namely, the Helmholtz free energy
per asset f(β,X), which is a function of the random variable X , becomes a420
definite value in the limit of sufficiently large N . Thus, we have
f(β,X) = E[f(β,X)]. (47)
In addition, because of localizing around the definite value, fm(β,X) = E[fm(β,X)]
is also satisfied. This property in which a statistic or function of a random vari-
able localizes around a definite value (or its average) is called a self-averaging
property. By substituting eq. (47) into eq. (26), we obtain425
1
N
logZ(β,X) =
Λ(β)
2
− β(α− 1)
2
, (48)
and the two rate functions
R+(β, ε˜,X) =


+∞ ε˜ ≤ α−12
1
2 (s
′ − 1− log s′) α−12 < ε˜ < α−12 + 12β
0 α−12 +
1
2β ≤ ε˜
(49)
R−(β, ε˜,X) =


1
2 (s
′ − 1− log s′) α−12 + 12β < ε˜
0 ε˜ ≤ α−12 + 12β
, (50)
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where s′ = 2β
(
ε˜− α−12
)
. Thus, for a sufficiently large N , since the investment
risk per asset 1
N
H(w|X) is also localized around α−12 + 12β , the investment risk is
self-averaging. Moreover, for a sufficiently large β, from eq. (17) we can derive
the minimal investment risk, as follows:430
ε(X) =
α− 1
2
. (51)
Furthermore, since ε(X) is also derived analytically from an identical equa-
tion, ε(X) = − limβ→∞ 1N ∂∂β logZ(β,X), we have validated our method in an-
other way (see Appendix B). In addition, from the self-averaging property of
the investment risk, since we can ignore the dependency of the investment risk
ε(X) on the return rate matrix X , we will replace ε with ε(X). In a similar435
way, qw(X) is also self-averaging, and so then
qw =
α
α− 1 (52)
is obtained, where qw(X) has been replaced by qw.
We also note that since the minimal investment risk per asset and the con-
centrated investment level are both self-averaging (since their dependency on
the return rate matrix X is ignored), we can estimate the potential of this in-440
vestment system. In a stable investment market, this implies that the minimal
investment risk with respect to a realistic return rate averaged over an invest-
ment period and the minimal investment risk defined by the return rate are in
agreement since the minimal investment risk is self-averaging. Because of this,
we do not need the assumption of the quenched disorder system that during445
the initial period, we have prior knowledge of the return rates that is, we only
need to know a priori the previous return rates. This is another advantage of
the self-averaging property.
4.3. Comparison with results obtained by the operations research approach
In this subsection, we compare the two indicators that were derived in sub-450
section 2.3 using the analytical approach of operations research. For example,
we consider εOR = α2 and q
OR
w = 1 with the two feature indicators derived in
20
subsection 4.2 and using the self-averaging property, that is, ε = α−12 if α > 1
and ε = 0 otherwise, and qw =
α
α−1 if α > 1 and qw ≫ 1 otherwise. Thus, for
any α, we have455
εOR ≥ ε (53)
qORw ≤ qw. (54)
First, the minimal expected investment risk εOR is not smaller than the expected
minimal investment risk ε, that is, eq. (53) is consistent with the relationship
in eq. (7). Next, from both of the concentrated investment levels and using
the analytical procedure of operations research, we find that the risks for each
investment outlet are averaged and negated by the returns matrix. We thus460
conclude that the optimal strategy is equipartition investing. On the other hand,
when using our proposed method, since it is possible to find the optimal solution
for each investment outlet, the best return rate is found for an investment outlet
that has little variation, especially if α is small, and this implies that the optimal
strategy is concentrated investing.465
Furthermore, we provide another intuitive interpretation using another math-
ematical argument. By the definition of qw and the N eigenvalues of ma-
trix J = XXT ∈ MN×N , λk, (k = 1, · · · , N, λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ · · · ≤ λN ), then
qw = E[λ
−2]/(E[λ−1])2 and where E[λ−s] = 1
N
∑N
k=1 λ
−s
k ; see Appendix C for
the derivation. In addition, since the minimum eigenvalue of the asymptotic470
distribution λmin = 1+ α− 2
√
α is approximately close to +0 when α→ +1, if
m eigenvalues are regarded as minimum eigenvalues, where m ∼ O(1), then by
using L’Hoˆpital’s rule, we can estimate the asymptotic form of qw as follows:
qw = lim
λmin→+0
m
N
λ−2min +
1
N
∑N
k=m+1 λ
−2
k(
m
N
λ−1min +
1
N
∑N
k=m+1 λ
−1
k
)2
= lim
λmin→+0
2m
N
λ−1min
2m
N
(
m
N
λ−1min +
1
N
∑N
k=m+1 λ
−1
k
)
=
N
m
. (55)
Since E[λ−2] increases faster than (E[λ−1])2, qw increases. This is consis-
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tent with our finding that qw =
α
α−1 . Moreover, if α ≫ 1, then 1 ≤ qw ≤475
(λmax/λmin)
2, and
lim
α→∞
(
1 + α+ 2
√
α
1 + α− 2√α
)2
= 1, (56)
where the maximum asymptotic eigenvalues are λmax = 1+α+2
√
α and λ−smax ≤
E[λ−s] ≤ λ−smin. This is also consistent with our finding that qw = αα−1 .
4.4. Numerical simulation
Although we presented a theoretical discussion of the potential of an invest-480
ment system, using the self-averaging property of the investment risk per asset ε
and the concentrated investment level qw, we assumed that the replica number
n in eq. (39) was a real number in Subsection 4.2. In the previous subsection,
we presented some mathematical interpretations for our findings. However, it
is not guaranteed mathematically that the replica number n ∈ R is applicable;485
we thus need to verify that we may use this assumption in order to legitimize
the findings based on our proposed method. In this subsection, we perform a
numerical simulation, and we then compare the results of our proposed method,
the numerical results, and the results from the analytical operations research
procedure.490
In this numerical simulation, the number of investment outlets was N =
103, and the number of scenarios was p ∈ [1200, 8000]; the scenario ratio was
α ∈ [1.2, 8.0]. In addition, we assessed J−1 = (XXT)−1, the inverse of the
variance-covariance matrix defined by the randomly assigned return rate matrix
X ; the return rates on assets were independently and identically distributed495
with a standard normal distribution. We then solved eq. (3) for the optimal
portfolio in order to estimate the minimal investment risk per asset ε(X) and
the concentrated investment level qw(X). Finally, we averaged them over 100
sets of the return rate matrix.
In Fig. 1, three minimal investment risks per asset and three concentrated500
investment levels are shown. The horizontal axis indicates the scenario ratio α =
p/N , and the vertical axis shows the two indicators. The results of our proposed
22
approach are indicated by solid lines, the numerical results are indicated by
markers with error bars, and the results of the operations research approach
are indicated by dotted lines. The results of our method (solid lines) and the505
numerical results (markers with error bars) are in agreement. For this numerical
simulation, we considered the case in which we have a priori knowledge of the
return rates. Thus, it turns out that our proposed approach can precisely assess
the potential of an investment system. On the other hand, the dotted lines are
based on a scenario in which the expected utility is maximized, and these results510
do not coincide with the others. Unfortunately, this indicates that the approach
based on maximizing the expected utility is unable to determine the optimal
investment strategy and may instead provide a misleading portfolio which is not
guaranteed to be optimal with respect to particular set of return rates.
5. Summary and future work515
In this paper, we analyzed the potential of an optimal solution to the mean-
variance model, which is widely used for the portfolio optimization problem; in
particular, we analyzed its potential investment risk and the concentrated in-
vestment level using self-averaging and replica analysis. We used the example of
the rock-paper-scissors game with two subjects as a context for the optimization520
of stochastic phenomena. We noted that the minimal expected investment risk
(from our discussion of an annealed disorder system) is not always in agreement
with the expected minimal investment risk (from our discussion of a quenched
disorder system). We discussed whether the optimal investment strategy which
was derived using the analytical procedure that is widely used in operations525
research and the maximization of the expected utility based on an annealed
disorder system are valid for use with actual return rates on assets. From the
relationship in eq. (7), based on the more general formulation, we determined
that the minimal expected investment risk obtained by the operations research
approach was not smaller than the expected minimal investment risk. However,530
it does not provide useful information for an investment strategy since it un-
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derestimates the expected minimal investment risk. The main reasons for this
are as follows. (1) At the start of an investment, there is no a priori knowledge
of the future return rates on the assets. (2) The computational complexity re-
quired to assess the inverse of the optimal solution matrix increases with the535
cube of the number of investment outlets. (3) In order to precisely assess the
potential investment risk, it is necessary to average the minimal investment risk
with the actual return rate. In order to solve these problems, we used prob-
abilistic reasoning to reformulate the portfolio optimization problem; we also
used the Chernoff inequality and replica analysis to determine a tighter upper540
bound for the cumulative distribution of the investment risk. From an analytical
result for the rate function that was derived from replica analysis, we clarified
the self-averaging property of the investment risk. Thus, we determined that
the minimal investment risk for the case in which complete information on the
return rates is known a priori is in agreement with the minimal investment risk545
for the case in which the return rate matrix is averaged. We are thus able to
evaluate the potential investment risk in an actual investment system. From
this, we have solved the first and third problems that we listed above. Fur-
thermore, by using replica analysis, we estimated two indicators for the optimal
portfolio: the investment risk and the concentrated investment level; this was550
done without resolving the optimal portfolio directly, and this resolved the sec-
ond problem. We found that the concentrated investment level obtained by
our proposed approach was consistent with the intuitively obvious choice for
an optimal investment strategy; we considered cases in which the scenario ratio
approached 1 and in which the ratio was sufficiently large. We compared the555
results of our proposed method, the results obtained by the operations research
approach, and the results obtained from a numerical simulation. The results of
our method were in agreement with the results of the numerical simulation, but
they did not coincide with the results of the operations research approach. As
discussed above, although our findings are based on the mean-variance model560
with only a budget constraint and a return rate which is independently and
identically distributed with a standard normal distribution, the relationship in
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eq. (7) and our findings imply that the approach based on maximizing the ex-
pected utility is not able to determine the most desirable strategy for actual
investments.565
In our future work, although for simplicity we considered only a budget
constraint in this paper, in order to make our method more realistic, we wish
to determine the optimal solutions under other constraints, such as limits on
expected gross earnings, short-selling restrictions, and upper and lower limits
for each asset. In particular, we wish to consider whether these problems can570
be resolved by using other analytical approaches of statistical mechanical infor-
matics, such as the belief propagation method, random matrix integrals, or the
Markov Chain Monte Carlo method. It is also necessary to confirm the self-
averaging property of the risk function for cases other than the mean-variance
model, such as for the mean-absolute deviation model or the expected shortfall575
model (for these models, typical behaviours of investment risk were evaluated by
Ciliberti and Me´zard). In addition, in order to clarify the mathematical struc-
ture of this optimization problem, we assumed that the return rates on assets
were independently and identically distributed with a standard normal distri-
bution, however, in an actual investment market, the return rate is not always580
independently and identically distributed. We would thus like to quantify the
effects of this correlation on the indicators. Thus, although several models used
in operations research have been proposed for assessing investment systems, in
many cases, only the expected utility has been maximized; that is, only the an-
nealed disorder system has been analyzed. The portfolio optimization problem585
is an undeveloped field, and many issues have not yet been considered.
The author thanks R. Wakai, Y. Shimazaki, and I. Kaku for their fruitful
discussions. The author is also grateful to Y. Takemoto, I. Arizono, and T.
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of a previous paper by the same author[17], which was an unrefereed conference590
paper written in Japanese. This work was supported in part by a Grant-in-Aid
for Young Scientists (B), No. 24710169.
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Appendix A. Properties of the rate function
We introduce the properties of the rate function R(η); these properties sup-
port the discussion in Section 4. In this appendix, for convenience, we define595
the function
φ(u) = logE[euY ]. (A.1)
Moreover, we will discuss only Pr[η ≤ Y ] ≤ e−R(η) and R(η) = maxu>0 {uη − φ(u)},
but we note that Pr[η ≥ Y ] ≤ e−R(η) and R(η) = maxu<0 {uη − φ(u)} can be
verified in a similar way.
Appendix A.1. R(η) ≥ 0600
For any η ∈ R, R(η) ≥ 0 holds. Also, for any u > 0, R(η) = maxu>0 {uη − φ(u)} ≥
uη−φ(u) = R(η, u) in the limit as u goes to +0, that is, we obtain limu→+0 R(η, u) =
0 forR(η) ≥ 0. In addition, ifR(η) < 0, since Pr[η ≤ Y ] ≤ 1 < e−R(η), R(η) ≥ 0
implies an intuitive upper bound for the cumulative distribution.
Appendix A.2. When E[Y ] ≥ η, R(η) = 0605
When η is less than or equal to E[Y ], the expectation of Y , that is, E[Y ] ≥ η,
then R(η) = 0. Since euY is a convex function of Y , for any u > 0, φ(u) ≥
log euE[Y ] = uE[Y ], and we obtain 0 ≥ uE[Y ] − φ(u). If η = E[Y ], then
we obtain R(E[Y ]) = 0 from R(E[Y ], u) = uE[Y ] − φ(u) ≤ 0. In addition, if
E[Y ] ≥ η, then 0 ≥ uE[Y ]−φ(u) ≥ uη−φ(u) = R(η, u), and we obtainR(η) = 0.610
That is, this property may intuitively imply E[Y ] = sup {η|R(η) = 0}.
Appendix A.3. R(η) is a convex function
R(η), which is derived from the Legendre transformation of a convex func-
tion, is a convex function of η. Thus, for any ∀λ ∈ [0, 1), R(η) and R(ξ),
λR(η) + (1− λ)R(ξ) ≥ λR(η, u) + (1− λ)R(ξ, u)
= u(λη + (1− λ)ξ) − φ(u)
= R(λη + (1− λ)ξ, u), (A.2)
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where u is nonnegative. Thus, the λR(η) + (1 − λ)R(ξ) ≥ R(λη + (1 − λ)ξ) is615
obtained by maximizing both sides of eq. (A.2) for u > 0.
Appendix B. Calculation of replica analysis
In this appendix, we analytically evaluate E[Zn(β,X)] using replica analysis;
however, in general, it is difficult to estimate E[Zn(β,X)] for any n ∈ R[12].
Direct evaluation of E[Zn], the n-th moment of a nonnegative random variable620
Z ≥ 0, at any n ∈ R, is not possible unless the random variable follows a log-
normal distribution[13, 19]. In particular, it is not easy to assess the partition
function Z(β,X), defined in integral form in eq. (16), with a fixed return rate
matrix X . If we could calculate this directly, we could easily solve eq. (24)
and eq. (25) without needing to refer to the Helmholtz free energy; however, it625
is difficult to directly evaluate a partition function with a fixed return matrix
in this model. We can solve E[Zn(β,X)] with the replica number n ∈ N
because it is comparatively easy to calculate E[Zn(β,X)] for any replica number
n ∈ N, and this can be used to estimate E[Zn(β,X)] at any replica number
n ∈ R. Intuitively, for instance, it is possible to expand (a+ b)2 = a2+2ab+ b2630
and (a + b)3 = a3 + 3a2b + 3ab2 + b3 with finite terms, although it is not
possible to obtain a finite expansion of (a + b)2.5. Nevertheless, it is trivial
that this expansion will be between the square and the cube of (a+ b), that is,
(a+b)2 < (a+b)2.5 < (a+b)3. Thus, as a first step, we can estimate E[Zn(β,X)]
at replica number n ∈ N, and then use this to estimate E[Zn(β,X)] at replica635
number n ∈ R. This approach is called replica analysis.
We can evaluate E[Zn(β,X)] at n ∈ N, as follows:
E[Zn(β,X)] = E
[(∫ ∞
−∞
dwP0(w)e
−βH(w|X)
)n]
=
∫ ∞
−∞
n∏
a=1
dwaP0(wa)
E

exp

−β
2
p∑
µ=1
n∑
a=1
(
1√
N
N∑
i=1
xiµwia
)2

 , (B.1)
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where wa = (w1a, · · · , wNa)T ∈ RN , (a = 1, 2, · · · , n). Moreover, since P0(wa)
is the coefficient used to average the return rate matrix X , it can be separated.
We now introduce the Dirac delta function δ(x) in order to use it to average640
the xkµ. The Dirac delta function δ(x) is one of the most widely used generalized
functions, defined for any f(x) as
f(w) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dvf(v)δ(v − w). (B.2)
This function returns the function f(v) when the argument of δ(v − w) on the
right-hand side, v − w, is 0, that is f(w). Thus, if a constant function is used
in eq. (B.2), for example, f(x) = 1, then645 ∫ ∞
−∞
dzδ(z) = 1. (B.3)
In addition, the Fourier transform of the Dirac delta function,
δ(z) =
1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
dueiuz, (B.4)
can be obtained if the imaginary unit i =
√−1 is employed. Thus, the integrand
in eq. (B.1) can be written as
exp

−β
2
(
1√
N
N∑
i=1
xiµwia
)2
=
1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
dvµaduµa exp
(
−βv
2
µa
2
+ iuµa
(
vµa − 1√
N
N∑
i=1
xiµwia
))
.(B.5)
Substituting this into eq. (B.1), we obtain
E[Zn(β,X)] =
1
(2pi)pn
∫ ∞
−∞
n∏
a=1
dwaP0(wa)duadva
exp
(
i
p∑
µ=1
n∑
a=1
uµavµa − β
2
p∑
µ=1
n∑
a=1
v2µa
)
EX
[
exp
(
− i√
N
p∑
µ=1
n∑
a=1
N∑
i=1
uµaxiµwia
)]
, (B.6)
where ua = (u1a, · · · , upa)T ∈ Rp and va = (v1a, · · · , vpa)T ∈ Rp, (a =650
1, 2, · · · , n). Since the return rate xiµ is independently and identically dis-
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tributed with a standard normal distribution, the expectation of xiµ is
E
[
exp
(
− ixiµ√
N
n∑
a=1
uµawia
)]
= exp

− 1
2N
(
n∑
a=1
uµawia
)2 (B.7)
where
∫∞
−∞
dx√
2piσ2
e−
(x−m)2
2σ2
+ixθ = eimθ−
σ2θ2
2 . Thus we obtain
E[Zn(β,X)] =
1
(2pi)pn
∫ ∞
−∞
n∏
a=1
dwaP0(wa)duadva
exp
(
i
p∑
µ=1
n∑
a=1
uµavµa − β
2
p∑
µ=1
n∑
a=1
v2µa
− 1
2N
p∑
µ=1
N∑
i=1
(
n∑
a=1
uµawia
)2 . (B.8)
We then substitute
qwab =
1
N
N∑
i=1
wiawib (B.9)
and obtain655
− 1
2N
p∑
µ=1
N∑
i=1
(
n∑
a=1
uµawia
)2
= −1
2
p∑
µ=1
n∑
a=1
n∑
b=1
uµauµbqwab. (B.10)
From this technique, we obtain
E[Zn(β,X)] = Extr
Qw ,Q˜w
{
1
(2pi)pn
∫ ∞
−∞
n∏
a=1
dwaP0(wa)duadva
exp

i p∑
µ=1
n∑
a=1
uµavµa − β
2
p∑
µ=1
n∑
a=1
v2µa −
1
2
p∑
µ=1
∑
a,b
uµauµbqwab
−1
2
∑
a,b
q˜wab
(
N∑
i=1
wiawib −Nqwab
)


 , (B.11)
where
∑
a,b means
∑n
a=1
∑n
b=1 and ExtrA f(A) are the extrema of f(A) with
respect to A. In order to satisfy the constraint in eq. (B.9), we use the auxiliary
variable q˜wab. Moreover Qw = {qwab} ∈ Mn×n and Q˜w = {q˜wab} ∈ Mn×n are
the order parameter matrices.660
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We can separate the integral of uµa, vµa from the integral of wka. We evaluate
the integral of uµa, vµa,
1
(2pi)pn
∫ ∞
−∞
p∏
µ=1
n∏
a=1
duµadvµa
exp

 p∑
µ=1

i n∑
a=1
uµavµa − β
2
n∑
a=1
v2µa −
1
2
∑
a,b
uµauµbqwab




=
{
1
(2pi)n
∫ ∞
−∞
dudveiu
T
v− β2 vTv− 12uTQwu
}p
= exp
[
−p
2
log det |I + βQw|
]
, (B.12)
where I ∈ Mn×n is the identity matrix. Because this is independent of the
scenario index µ, we can estimate the integral using two novel vectors, u =
(u1, · · · , un)T ∈ Rn, and v = (v1, · · · , vn)T ∈ Rn. On the other hand, we can665
calculate the integral of wka,
∫ ∞
−∞
N∏
k=1
n∏
a=1
dwkaP0(wa) exp

−1
2
N∑
k=1
∑
a,b
q˜wabwkawkb +
N
2
TrQwQ˜w


= Extr
k
1
(2pi)
Nn
2
∫ ∞
−∞
N∏
k=1
n∏
a=1
dwka
exp

 n∑
a=1
ka
(
N∑
k=1
wka −N
)
− 1
2
N∑
k=1
∑
a,b
q˜wabwkawkb +
N
2
TrQwQ˜w


= Extr
k
exp
[
−NkTe+ N
2
TrQwQ˜w
]{
1
(2pi)
n
2
∫ ∞
−∞
dwe−
1
2w
TQ˜w+kTw
}N
= Extr
k
exp
[
−NkTe+ N
2
TrQwQ˜w − N
2
log det
∣∣∣Q˜w∣∣∣+ N
2
kTQ˜−1w k
]
,(B.13)
where k = (k1, · · · , kn)T ∈ Rn, e = (1, · · · , 1)T ∈ Rn, w is the prior probability
of the portfolio, P0(wa) is replaced by Extrka exp
(
ka
(∑N
k=1 wka −N
)
− N2 log 2pi
)
,
and because this is not dependent on the asset index k, we can solve the integral
using a novel vector w = (w1, · · · , wn)T ∈ Rn.670
We summarize this and rewrite the limit of 1
N
logE[Zn(β,X)] for the number
of investment outlets N as Φ(n):
Φ(n) = lim
N→∞
1
N
logE[Zn(β,X)]
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= Extr
k,Qw,Q˜w
{
−α
2
log det |I + βQw|+ 1
2
TrQwQ˜w − 1
2
log det
∣∣∣Q˜w∣∣∣
−kTe+ 1
2
kTQ˜−1w k
}
. (B.14)
Although a sufficiently large number of investment outlets N is required to
guarantee that evaluating by using the order parameters ka, qwab, q˜wab as defined
in eq. (B.11) and eq. (B.13) is consistent with the constraints of eq. (B.9) and675
eq. (2) in the replica analysis, our target indicator ε represents the minimal
investment risk per asset; that is, since this is independent of the system size N ,
there will not be problems in the limit as N approaches infinity. It is preferable
to normalize the investment risk per asset with respect to different sizes of
investment markets, and this allows the comparison of potential investment680
risks.
We note two important points. First, in Subsection 4.2, we already men-
tioned that ε(X) = E[ε(X)], since the investment risk is self-averaging. From
the above discussion, we have verified that
E[ε(X)] = − lim
β→∞
∂
∂β
{
lim
N→∞
1
N
E[logZ(β,X)]
}
= − lim
β→∞
∂
∂β
{
lim
n→0
∂Φ(n)
∂n
}
= − lim
β→∞
∂
∂β
{
−α
2
log
α
α− 1 −
β(α− 1)
2
+
1
2
− 1
2
log β(α− 1)
}
=
α− 1
2
, (B.15)
where we assume that the replica number n is a continuous number, and we685
use the replica trick E[logZ] = limn→0 ∂∂n logE[Z
n][12, 13, 19]. This result
is consistent with that of eq. (51). Second, from the definition in eq. (B.9),
since qwaa is consistent with the concentrated investment level qw in eq. (5),
qw = qwaa =
1
β(α−1) +
α
α−1 . However, since this is an optimal solution with a
sufficiently large β,690
qw =
α
α− 1 . (B.16)
Although we used replica analysis to analyze the minimal investment risk, we
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can also obtain the concentrated investment level of the optimal portfolio. For-
tunately, in the limit of very large N , qw is finite; thus there is an advantage of
using eq. (2) as the budget constraint.
Appendix C. Random matrix approach for minimal investment risk695
and concentrated investment level
We show here that it is also possible to evaluate the two indicators, ε and
qw, by using an asymptotic eigenvalue distribution of a random matrix[22]. As
in the above discussion, we will consider only the case α = p/N > 1 in order to
uniquely determine the optimal solution of eq. (1). Using the optimal solution700
defined in eq. (3), from eq. (13) and eq. (14), the minimal investment risk per
asset ε and the concentrated investment level qw are replaced, as follows:
ε =
1
2
(
1
N
eTJ−1e
) , (C.1)
qw =
(
1
N
eTJ−2e
)
(
1
N
eTJ−1e
)2 . (C.2)
If N is sufficiently large, we have
ε =
1
2g(1)
, (C.3)
qw =
g(2)
(g(1))2
, (C.4)
where g(s) = limN→∞ 1N e
TJ−se. If we could analyze g(s), then ε and qw could
be precisely determined. It turns out that it is easy to assess g(s) by using a705
random matrix ensemble.
For this ensemble of random matrices, we require the following two prop-
erties: (1) when the random matrix X =
{
xkµ√
N
}
∈ MN×p is decomposed as
X = UDV , where U ∈ MN×N and V ∈ Mp×p are orthogonal matrices and
D ∈ MN×p is a diagonal rectangular matrix, then U and V are independently710
distributed with a Haar measure; (2) when N is sufficiently large, the distri-
bution of the eigenvalues of the variance-covariance matrix J = XXT, for any
return rate matrixX , is asymptotically close to ρ(λ) = limN→∞
∑N
k=1 δ(λ−λk),
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where λk is the kth diagonal of DD
T = diag {λ1, λ2, · · · , λN} ∈ MN×N ; if N
and p simultaneously approach infinity, then it is required that α = p/N ∼ O(1).715
If these two properties are satisfied, then
g(s) =
∫ ∞
0
dλρ(λ)λ−s. (C.5)
Moreover, if the return rates are independently and identically distributed with
a standard normal distribution, then the random matrix X satisfies the require-
ments for the random matrix ensemble described above[18, 22].
Next, we consider the asymptotic eigenvalue distribution. If the return720
rate xkµ is independently and identically distributed, its mean and variance
are respectively 0 and 1, and the higher-order moments are finite, that is,
|E[(xkµ)s]| < ∞, (s = 3, 4, · · ·), then the distribution of the eigenvalues of the
variance-covariance matrix J = XXT of the return rate matrix X =
{
xkµ√
N
}
∈
MN×p is asymptotically close to725
ρ(λ) = [1− α]+ δ(λ) +
√
[λ− λ−]+ [λ+ − λ]+
2piλ
, (C.6)
where δ(u) is the Dirac delta function, [u]+ = max(0, u), and λ± = 1 + α ±
2
√
α[2, 10, 21]. This eigenvalue distribution ρ(λ) is called the Marcˇenko-Pastur
law, and this distribution can be regarded as the limit distribution for the
eigenvalues, similar to the limit distribution (normal distribution) guaranteed
by the central limit theorem.730
The eigenvalues in this distribution can be easily calculated:
g(1) =
λ+ + λ−
4
√
λ+λ−
− 1
2
=
1
α− 1 (C.7)
g(2) =
√
λ+λ−
4
(
1
λ−
− 1
λ+
2
)2
=
α
(α− 1)3 , (C.8)
where ∫
dx√
ax2 + bx+ c
= − 1√|a| sin−1 2ax+ b√b2 − 4ac, (a < 0) (C.9)
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∫
dx
x
√
ax2 + bx+ c
=
1√
|c| sin
−1 2c+ bx
x
√
b2 − 4ac, (c < 0). (C.10)
Thus,
ε =
α− 1
2
(C.11)
qw =
α
α− 1 . (C.12)
This result is consistent with the result we obtained by replica analysis and
numerical simulation.735
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Figure 1: The investment risk ε and the concentrated investment level qw are shown for the
case in which the return rate xkµ is independently and identically distributed with a standard
normal distribution. The horizontal axis indicates the scenario ratio α = p/N , and the vertical
axis shows the investment risk and the concentrated investment level qw. The two solid lines
(results obtained by our proposed approach) and the two dotted lines (results obtained by
the operations research approach) are theoretical results. The markers with error bars are the
numerical results evaluated using the optimal solution according to a return rate which was
randomly assigned. In the simulation, the number of investment outlets N was 103, and we
averaged 100 return rate matrices X =
{
xkµ√
N
}
∈ MN×p. This figure shows that the results
obtained by our proposed approach (solid lines) and the numerical results (markers with error
bars) are in agreement. On the other hand, the results obtained by the operations research
approach (dotted lines) do not coincide with the others. Thus, unfortunately, the approach
based on maximizing the expected utility cannot propose an optimal investment strategy.
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